### Traditional Hawaiian Applique - 5 Hour Workshop

Create a stunning Hawaiian Quilt.

Learn “Applique the Hawaiian Way” begin with fabric folding and cutting from an 1/8 fold pattern, needle-turn applique techniques, and quilting techniques. Choose from one of four patterns. Beginner to advanced.

### Beginning Hand Applique - all day workshop

Achieve great looking hand applique stitches with ease. Learn a variety of needle-turn techniques while perfecting sharp points, perfect circles, and valleys. This workshop is great for beginners and advanced appliquer’s wanting to learn new techniques.

### Mola Applique - all day workshop

Learn the applique art of the Kuna Indians from Panama. Molas are blouse panels created from multiple layers of fabric carefully cut and appliqued. In this workshop you will learn how to work with 3-5 layers of fabric appliques, needle-turn techniques, reverse applique, channel applique, and embroidery finishing. Intermediate to advanced.

### Reverse Applique - all day workshop

Reverse applique is the process of cutting away the top level to reveal the bottom layer creating an applique design. This workshop teaches how to read an applique pattern, needle turn applique techniques and finishing quilting.

### Hand Quilting - 4 hour workshop

Perfect your hand stitching techniques. Learn the traditional rocker method and other pain free hand quilting techniques. Basting, marking and design strategies are taught. Bring your project or practice on a pre-printed panel. Everyone goes home quilting!
English Paper Piecing - 5 Hour Workshop
EPP - Handwork

English paper piecing — (or EPP) is quilting technique used to hand sew intricate patchwork with the aid of paper templates. English paper piecing changes all of this! With EPP, you don't have to cut shapes precisely or sew a consistent seam allowance. Instead, you use the magic of a paper template to define shapes.

Beginning Hand Piecing - 5 Hour Workshop

Take your sewing and quilting back to its roots with hand piecing. Hand piecing is simple, relaxing and portable. Sit on your favorite couch and create a heirloom. Perfectly matching points are a breeze with your simple running stitch.

Lecture / Trunk Show - The History of the Hawaiian Quilt

Discover the unique art of Hawaiian Quilting. Learn the history and traditions of Hawaiian Quilting from the islands. I will share the stories of how Hawaiian quilting began; the meanings behind the patterns, all superstitions and kapu (taboos) in making them while displaying my Hawaiian quilt collection.

2018- 2019 Pricing

Lecture/ Trunk Show  - $300

Workshops - $100 per hour. Max 35 students.

Travel / Milage - Paid by host.

Contact Carrie Fondi for Bio and current availability at carrie@alohaquiltdesigns.com. or 775-762-4458

Mailing address: 9740 Rolling Rock Ct Reno NV 89521

Previous Teaching Engagements:
Road to California Quilters Conference 2015-2019
QSC Expos, 2014-2019
AQS Quilt Week
Quilt and Cruise to Hawaii 2016, 2019
Numerous quilting guilds and quilt shops through out the United States, 2008-2019